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Irish Dresden thimbles  
 

Irish Dresden began in Dresden, East Germany. This was in 1895 when Anton Mueller of Volkstedt began 

making porcelain figurines with fine lace. The factory name was Muller Volkstedt, which gives us their 

Irish Dresden blue backstamp of “MV” with a crown. The figurines were decorated with cotton tulle or lace 

net, which was first soaked in a liquid porcelain. When the figurines were fired in the kiln, the porcelain 

stiffened the filigree of the tulle and the original tulle burnt away. The factory was destroyed by bombing 

during World War II, whilst owned by Anton’s son Hermann. The original moulds were discovered tho, in 

the ruins of the factory basement by his descendants, who rebuilt the factory.  

 

This was Oskar and Johanna Saar, the niece of Hermann Mueller who then emigrated from East Germany 

to Ireland for a new life. They settled in the village of Dromcollogher (Dromcolliher), in county Limerick in 

1962. They started manufacturing porcelain figures again and founded Irish Dresden. In 2009 the 

business was declared bankrupt, but it was re-opened again in June 2015 by Sabina Saar Best, the 

daughter of the original Irish Dresden Saar family. 

 

Irish Dresden thimbles began to appear for sale in the 1980s – featured in the mail order catalogues of 

The Thimble Guild in Scotland, Feldmann’s Die Vingerhut Post of Germany and Thimbles Only of 

California, amongst others. The thimbles have the traditional Dresden lace details and the thimbles are 

then handpainted, using oil-based ceramic painted - and 24k gold paint when required. I don’t know if this 

current factory is still producing thimbles. 

 

Do not confuse these Irish Dresden with those with a Sandizeller backstamp, which were also made with 

porcelain lace. These were produced in the 1990s in Germany. 

 

There are basic designs but it is difficult to ascertain if they were named by Irish Dresden. I have tried to 

classify them by the main designs, in the various colours of each design: blue – green – pink - yellow. 

Black lace is quite rare on Irish Dresden thimbles.  

 

As they were all handmade, there will be variations within each design. 

 

If you have these designs in other colours, please would you share a photo? 

 

Being lacy these delicate thimbles will easily attract dust or grime, which will affect their colours. The lace 

can also fade over time.  

 

  
Registered Irish Dresden backstamps in blue – hand lettered  

 

 
Square Irish Dresden cardboard thimble box 
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Irish Dresden factory – Dromcolliher 

 

 
Sabina Saar Best and staff - 2015  
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All over lace 
Some have tiny complementary-coloured porcelain flower buds atop – others are incorporated within the 

ruffled, layered lace body. Some of the colours have been layered with white. Getting the lace perfectly 

aligned with the rim would be a challenge but the best artist would get this right. The lace has also been 

applied with different types of ruffles over the years – pleated or with folds. 

 

 
Christmas robin with holly 

 

 
 

 

Ballerina 
The tutu stands out from the thimble. The gold painted rims are wavy. 

   
 

Banded 
Like the all over lace thimbles but more intricate to apply? Small porcelain buds affixed. 
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Bow 
The ribboning around the rim culminates in a bow. Each has a different handpainted flower. 

 
blue - rose posy 

 
blue – commemorating 

Koningin (Queen) Elizabeth II’s 

60th birthday 1986 
Commissioned by Kay Sullivan for sale 

thru De Vingerhoed 

 
green - shamrocks 

 

Double lace bands 
Some of the bands of laces are quite fluffy. Handpainted flowers. 

 
roses - apex has gold painted indentations 

 
tulips – green on apex 

 

Holey lace 
The lace is flatter (a single layer over the body of the thimble) than the other all over lace patterns, which 

shows off the type of lace being applied. Some of the colours have added white collars. Getting the lace 

perfectly aligned with the rim would be a challenge but the best artist would get this right. Handpainted 

flower buds applied on the apex. Some sellers on eBay describe this type of decoration as “wedding 

dress”. 

 
blue 

 
green with white collars 

 
pink - some with white collars of differing depths 
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Pleats 
The lace is applied in vertical pleats with bands of white at the apex and rim. Small porcelain flower buds 

affixed on the apex and sides. 

 
pink 

 

Posies 
Three posies are affixed around the thimbles in the middle, leaving the apex bare. Contrasting small 

flowers added into the rosettes of lace. 

 
black – different extra additions 

 
green – green on apex 

 
pink 

this has been described as 

wedding bouquet 

 

Swags 
The lace is applied in swags or scallops all round at the middle, leaving the apex bare. 

 
green 

with handpainted shamrocks - different extra additions 
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Vertical ribboning in panels 
The ribboning culminates in a bow on the apex. Some of the bows are less than perfect – and some of the 

lace is quite thick? Getting the lace perfectly aligned with the rim would be a challenge but the best artist 

would get this right. Each has a different handpainted accompaniment. 

 
blue lace - forget-me-nots 

 
green lace – shamrocks 

R in b&w: roses with date ‘1985’ 

 
 pink lace – pink roses 

 
yellow lace – pink tulips 

 

Other lace designs 
 

 
green – gilt Claddagh symbol 

 

 
lace flowers 

handpainted pink bow 

 

Other non-lace designs 
Has some of the lace been removed? Some of the thimbles have gold rims, which most of the other Irish 

Dresden thimbles don’t. 

 
holly 

 
similar handpainting to that with a lace bow 

 
blue porcelain flowers around rim 

they don’t appear to be made of lace 
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